Group delays of distortion product otoacoustic emissions in the guinea pig.
This paper presents a comprehensive set of experimental data on group delays of distortion product otoacoustic emissions (DPOAEs) in the guinea pig. Group delays of the DPOAEs with frequencies 2f1-f2, 3f1-2f2, 4f1-3f2, and 2f2-f1 were measured with the phase gradient method. Both the f1- and the f2-sweep paradigm were used. Differences between the two sweep paradigms were investigated for the four DPOAEs, as well as the group delay differences between the DPOAEs. Analysis revealed larger group delays with the f2-sweep paradigm, but only for the lower sideband DPOAEs (with fdp < f1,f2). For the lower sideband cubic distortion product 2f1-f2, the f2-sweep delays were a factor of 1.17-1.54 larger than the f1-sweep delays, depending on frequency. The upper sideband DPOAE 2f2-f1 showed no significant difference between f1- and f2-sweep group delays, except for the highest and lowest f2 frequencies. Comparing the group delays of the DPOAEs for each sweep paradigm separately, equal group delays were found for all four DPOAEs measured with the f1-sweep. With the f2-sweep paradigm on the other hand, the group delays of the three lower sideband DPOAEs occurred to be larger than the group delays of the upper sideband DPOAE 2f2-f1. A tentative interpretation of the data in the context of proposed explanatory hypotheses on DPOAE group delays is given.